
Contact us to learn more about how Balance provides 
a holistic approach to teaching and learning through 
innovative software and inspirational training.

@balance_edu

balance@angelsolutions.co.uk

thisisbalance.co.uk 

0151 331 5420

SIX WAYS BALANCE IS UNIQUE

We believe in challenging the status quo and empowering 
the individual to change the world. 

More than just software

Focuses on the depth of understanding

Involves the children in their learning

It starts and ends with the learning

Understands that learning is not linear

Can be used as a Planning tool

Supports classroom practice

Balance is the servant and not the master
Alan Brown (Oldfield Primary School)



More than just software

As Sir Ken Robinson says “Learning is personal” and no 
two children have the same learning journey. Balance 
allows you to see each individual child’s learning journey. 
You can clearly identify what children know and don’t 
know. 

We provide you with a default analysis trend line to get 
you started. As you develop your use of Balance, we help 
you to map your trend line against your scheme of work. 
The system then provides you with more accurate analysis 
on when you expect objectives to be secure.

Balance shows you depth of understanding for 
individuals and whole classes to help you easily 
identify any gaps in learning and plan your next 
steps.

Use Balance as a Planning tool

Balance can be used within the classroom to support your 
AfL techniques, reduce marking and help you to give 
effective verbal feedback within a lesson. 

Schools across the country are turning the learning wheel 
into classroom displays. This lets children discuss their 
learning, self-assess and know what they need to do next 
in order to deepen their understanding. This helps with 
growth mind-set and building a learning powered 
approach. 

Involve the children in their learning

No more bands, steps or hashtags! Balance provides you 
with a 1-9 learning wheel to help you assess a child’s 
depth of understanding against lesson objectives. You can 
then secure the objective once you feel the child has fully 
mastered it. 

Contact us to learn more about how Balance provides 
a holistic approach to teaching and learning through 
innovative software and inspirational training.
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Unlike other tracking systems, Balance is underpinned by 
sound and well researched pedagogical principles.

Adam Vasco (St Vincent de Paul Catholic Primary)

Focus on the depth of understanding

It starts and ends with the learning

Learning is not linear

Supports classroom practice


